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Carnage on the drive

June Chatfield  OBE, PhD, FBNA

Near the beginning of lockdown on 4th May 2020 I became aware of the presence of a female mallard, often with her mate, that
was frequently in my garden and roosting at night under bushes at the top. Living opposite King’s Pond, Alton this was not an
unusual event as I have previously experienced mallards seeking nesting sites due to pressure on space at the pond and its island
from Canada geese, especially when much of the island becomes flooded.

The duck was very tame and came for food (something of the feeding culture of ducks on public open spaces) and in the
daytime would sit beside me while I fed and supervised my tortoises on free range. It also became apparent that she did not fly
and walked everywhere, whilst her mate flew off regularly to and from the pond. Did she see me as protection? A routine was
established but one morning she did not materialise and could not be found in the garden. At lunch time her mate came back
from the pond as usual and he showed no interest in food I offered but was obviously searching for his mate. He went back to
the pond and at teatime he came across with some other male mallards again searching. Later that day I was taking some compost
up the side drive when I noticed a few splashes of blood and not far away a few female mallard feathers so I presumed that she
had been taken by a fox. However, whilst I used to have foxes coming into my garden they have not been in evidence from smell,
droppings or sightings since the paddock behind was developed.

A few days later on 15th May 2020, another clue. This time I spotted my young tortoise Dash investigating something and
going over to see, I expected it to be a hedgehog dropping, to which he is partial. The feature of interest was the back half of a
moorhen chick identified by the long lanky legs, but with only stumpy wings it would have been flightless like the mallard.
Whilst there is a healthy breeding population of moorhen on King’s Pond opposite my bungalow in Alton, unlike the mallards
they tend to stay by the pond.

Then at the back of the development behind me on 26th July 2020 I found a
decapitated sub-adult rabbit, the same technique, but the detached head was beside
it. Turning it over the death had been via a gash in front of the throat which is where
stoats attack their prey. Although dead stoats have been seen on my road they are
smaller animals than rabbits and I doubt whether they would have been able to
detach the head. Maybe it was fox.

I usually read after supper over coffee and the book on the go at the time was
Orielton by Ronald Lockley (1980) and there was a familiarity with the events he
reported. I was reading about a pair of Canada geese that had nested on his duck
decoy lake and one day the female was not on her nest but nearby were splashes of
blood and flesh and some goose feathers but no corpse, a repeat of the mallard
episode in my garden. Then a few days later Lockley was in another part of the
estate near an otter holt and here he found decapitated rats, reminiscent of the back
end of the moorhen. So could otter have been the culprit?  Female mallard and mate at rest, 6th May 2020

Photo: J, Chatfield

Editorial & Observations

The silver lining to these months of lockdown is that they have provided a welcome respite from environmental pollution, not
only for wildlife but for ourselves, as species sightings increased dramatically. Our own naturalists made significant discoveries
and we were inundated with requests from the general public for species identification, predominantly of insects. This is
something to take solace from in undeniably challenging times.
    As I write we are now in a second Lockdown, albeit less stringent than before and this time with an end date in sight that
hopefully will make daily life more tolerable for everyone.
    Another month for nature to press reset and thrive in our collective absence.
    I am most grateful to those who contributed to this issue with such enthusiasm. Thank you.
    As I've said before, hope springs eternal and it remains only for me to wish everyone good health, good opportunities to make
the best of each day and a merry Christmas to all.

Mo Norrington
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Ash dieback,
lesser spotted woodpeckers and bats in Suffolk

From Lockley’s Orielton:
…. Of course I did not witness this slaying but when I visited the nest I could read

the story in this sequence: the eggs smashed and trampled flat; Canadensis [the male
goose] very subdued and making no attempt to drive me away; a trail of feathers and
some gruesome fragments of goose flesh which ended at the end of the Lily Pond,
where two goose wings lay severed from the missing body; and in the mud the foot
prints of an otter. Poor Canadensis, suddenly so meek and mild in his misery over
the loss of his mate! [Page 191]

I discovered her den almost by accident. Searching along the shore of the decoy
Pond, I noticed her slot marks [foot prints] and the characteristic tail smear here and
there in the wet mud …. But I would have passed the hidden entrance if I had not
paused to examine the freshly-killed body of a brown rat, the top half of which had
been bitten clean off. As I stooped over it, I heard the whimpering of the pups from the nesting chamber far up under the roots
of a large decayed alder.

Rats! …. In fact otters will eat many species normally harmful to man: mice, voles, rabbits, eels, pike and other coarse fish
not wanted for the table.

Another natural history classic to read is Henry Williamson’s Tarka the Otter, first published in 1927, illustrated by C F
Tunnicliffe and reprinted many times since.

Although the otter population is threatened in south-east England there has been evidence of otters in the northern branch of
the River Wey at Froyle, a river that has its source in Alton. I remember on 26th October 2003 being shown some otter spraint
by Chris Matcham, then working on an aquatic mammal project for Surrey Wildlife Trust (Chatfield 2003) and it was Chris
again, when surveying the Caker Stream near its confluence with the northern Wey in Alton the same year prior to development
that otter footprints and spraint also turned up rather than the water vole he was surveying for. And in Ashdell Road where I live
opposite King’s Pond an otter was more recently killed by a motor vehicle in February 2019. So maybe I have been visited by
an otter.

References
Chatfield, J, 2003. Wardens’ Walk, Northern Wey Trust Membership Newsletter No. 22, p.4.

Lockley, R, 1980. Orielton, Penguin Books, Middlesex.

Decapitated rabbit, 26th July 2020
Photo: J. Chatfield

Observations

Steven Rutherford FBNA

Ash dieback (Hymenoscyphus fraxineus) is a fungus which
specifically affects ash trees (Fraxinus excelsior) in the UK. It
originated in Asia and is commonly known as chalara. The effects of
the spread of chalara are being seen widely throughout much of the
south east of England and are often seen in the woods and hedgerows
in these south east counties with large numbers of dead and dying trees
starting to impact the countryside. Advice from the Woodland Trust on
management of chalara is that pre-emptive and wide-scale felling of
ash could be detrimental to the species’ long-term recovery and should
be avoided wherever possible (Woodland Trust 2020); however,
public safety must take priority. This has presented an interesting
problem for the Suffolk Wild Life Trust (SWT) insomuch as some of
the dying ash trees which are next to footpaths on their nature reserves
need to be felled because of public safety, and that a large number of
them have been found to contain bat roosts whilst others are being used
for nesting by lesser spotted woodpeckers (Dryobates minor). All
species of bats in the UK are highly protected under British and European laws (BCT 2020). This protection includes the bats’
roosting sites whether they are in use or vacant, and so, to mitigate this protection the work on the trees should be done outside
of the season when the bats would be using the roosts. The lesser spotted woodpecker is a red data list species and has declined
significantly and very rapidly since around 1980 (BTO 2020) and so also needs to be looked at as a priority species. This problem
is very much in evidence at the SWT Knettishall Heath nature reserve and they have therefore delayed the felling of trees along
one particular footpath. The fact that more than one species of bat uses trees as roosts as well as the woodpeckers  extends the
period needed to leave the trees before felling; the lesser spotted woodpeckers start displaying and nest preparation in February
and the bats will use tree roosts from late spring until the end of October. Indeed, a Natterer’s bat (Myotis nattereri), a typical
woodland bat, was seen feeding around the canopy near the reserve on the 8th February 2020 (Author’s personal observation) so
that leaving the felling until November, December and early January will be needed to mitigate.
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Two unusual orchids

Michael Demidecki MSc., FBNA

During the coronavirus lockdown my wife and I have been walking much more in the countryside and observing everything more
closely as we go along. Among the first orchids to flower in our area (Hertfordshire and Buckinghamshire) was the white
helleborine, Cephalanthera damasonium. We admired several of these plants as they grew, and as more and more began to
flower. The first flowers we saw opened on 25 April 2020. These orchids were growing in Buckinghamshire, in the woodland
fringe (comprising beech, hazel, ash and hawthorn) beside a disused chalk pit. We were specially attracted by three plants
growing close together as they had very pale leaves and stems but were not yet in flower. We returned several times to
photograph them. On 18 May 2020 the first of these three plants began to flower, and  we were pleased to discover that this was
the chloritica variety of the white helleborine, a rare  form of the orchid which lacks chlorophyll. One of the other plants  flowered
too but the third withered and died – that May had  been very dry and hot.

The second unusual find was an orchid growing ten feet up in the cleft of a mature ash tree. This was in Dancersend Nature
Reserve, also in Buckinghamshire. There were many common spotted orchids, Dactylorhiza fuchsii, growing where they should,
that is on the ground and near the tree. I returned the next day with a telephoto lens and took photos of the orchid, which turned
out to be a common spotted orchid too. Another plant with large leaves (burdock) was growing next to the orchid and my wife
had to move those leaves out of the way with a long stick to allow me to take photos of the orchid with some of its leaves.
  Despite searching on the internet I have not been able to find any other instance of a British orchid growing up a tree, albeit
probably on debris collected in the fork of this particular tree. While the majority of tropical and sub-tropical orchids are
epiphytes and grow anchored to trees, all of
the 52 or so species of orchid found in the
UK are terrestrial orchids, meaning they
grow on the ground!

I sent photos of the orchid to Mick
Jones, the warden of the reserve, and  he told
me that this common spotted orchid is “now
quite famous”. He said that there was a lot
of interest when he posted a piece about it
on Twitter. He said that the orchid had not
been seen on the tree before. Sadly he add-
ed, the tree has serious dieback and would
have to be felled soon.

References
Stephens  S. 2018.  The wacky, wonderful world of
orchids https://botanic-garden.bristol.ac.uk/
2018/02/12/the-wacky-wonderful-world-of-orchids/

Jones M. 2020. personal communication
The white helleborine

Photo: M. Demidecki
Orchid growing in the fork of a tree

Photo: M. Demidecki

Observations

This opportunistic use of dead and dying trees shows the tenacity of nature, with the bats and the woodpecker exploiting the
new and unexpected dead and rotting tree attributes very quickly after the infection of chalara. It will also be interesting to look
at the reaction and colonisation by invertebrates to this new abundance of dead wood and assess how this effects the biodiversity
and abundance.

References
Woodland Trust 2020 – www.woodlandtrust.org.uk/pests_diseases

BCT 2020 – www.bats.org.uk  Bats and the Law

BTO 2020 – www.bto.org.uk BirdFacts

Plants avoided by rabbits

June Chatfield  OBE, PhD, FBNA

In Country-Side (Spring and Summer
2012) I recorded the recovery of
vegetation after heath fires. At
Frensham Common, Surrey one of the Aftermath of the fire at Frensham Common, Surrey

Photo: J. Chatfield
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early colonisers the year following the heath fire was sheep’s sorrel (Rumex acetosella) which, in August 2011, formed bright
green patches, not yet flowering but looking strong and vigorous, spreading vegetatively after survival of the root system
underground. In the vicinity were abundant rabbit droppings and scrapes but no signs of their feeding on the sheep’s sorrel. It
appears that the bitter taste of oxalic acid acts as a deterrent to feeding even in the scarcity of alternative food. Docks contain
druces or crystals of calcium oxalate.(Harbone 1997)

One of my regular walks during Covid-19 lockdown in spring/summer 2020 has been along the Caker Stream off Wilsom
Road, Alton and here I began listing plant species and flowering dates. There is a generous space given to the river bank and
grass verges alongside the riverside path. Mowing activity here is hardly needed judging by the large numbers of rabbit
droppings and sightings of the animals in the evening. However, as the summer progressed there were large patches of higher
vegetation of bird’s-foot trefoil (Lotus corniculatus) that proceeded to produce a mass of yellow flowers: there was no evidence
that rabbits had been eating it although the surrounding grass was cropped short. Why was this in view of the edibility and
nutrient value of legume leaves eaten by my captive tortoises and some snails?

Rabbits with their continually growing teeth feed primarily on grass and are adept at surviving in poor nutrient habitats,
including heathland as at Frensham Common. They achieve very high levels of digestion and absorption, including breaking
down the cellulose cell walls, and this is done by passing the food through the gut twice. The stomach and large intestine secrete
enzymes that digest the bulk of the food which is then absorbed into the blood stream via the walls of the small intestine. After
this the food enters the caecum and appendix, the latter functional in rabbits, where bacteria break down cellulose cell walls but
the products of digestion cannot be absorbed here or in the rectum. What happens is that the soft damp faecal pellets from the
first round of digestion are ejected when the rabbit is at rest during the daytime and immediately eaten for a second run through
the gut (a process known as refection) and passing through the small intestine the soluble sugars derived from bacterial
breakdown of cellulose by bacteria are absorbed. The bulky waste of lignin etc. from the leaf veins is ejected into the
environment during night feeding as familiar hard dry rabbit droppings (McBride, 2000).

Perhaps the high nutrient content of the leaves of bird’s-foot trefoil are not needed but they could equally be rejected as on
leaf damage from biting, hydrogen cyanide gas is given off from some plants. Legumes like the white clover (Trifolium repens)
and bird’s-foot trefoil have a genetic polymorphism such that a proportion of the plants undergo cyanogenesis: the percentage
varies from 5-95% (Harbone, 1997). Rabbits have a good sense of smell from their constantly twitching noses (McBride, 2000)
and can probably detect hydrogen cyanide gas being given off with the first mouthful deterring further feeding on the plant and
providing protection from herbivores.  Because the production of secondary metabolites making chemical defence is costly to
the plant in terms of resources one would expect a higher level of cyanogenesis in habitats where herbivore populations are high,
as along the Caker Stream, but lower levels where grazing is low or absent.  There is a simple chemical test for this that I must
apply some time to the bird’s-foot trefoil in this habitat.

References

Chatfield J. 2012. Recovering from Heath Fires, Country--Side 33 (4), pp. 21-22.

Harbone JB. 1997. Plant Secondary metabolism. In Crawley MJ. 1997. Plant Ecology, (2nd edition), Oxford: Blackwell Science. pp. 147-148.

McBride A. 2000. Why Does my Rabbit....? London: Souvenir Press.

An observation of Harlequin ladybirds

T J  Thomas FBNA

For exercise and to avoid the boredom of Lockdown I would walk the one
and a half miles into Town for my shopping. The chosen route was
through Wardown Park and around its lagoons, then the town centre.
Before going home I went around the railed grounds of  St Mary’s Luton
Parish Church. Here I counted the ladybirds, in particular the Harlequin
(Harmonia axyridis) on the railings. I expected and hoped for high
numbers since 2019 had been a poor year, especially autumn. However,
what was surprising was the number of damaged, distorted and deformed
adult Harlequins. Examples of these are shown in the photographs.

To confirm these sightings, nineteen visits during September and early
October were made. The counts ranged from 30-451 individuals of
Harlequin, of which 2-32% had suffered damage in some way (all were
alive and capable of movement). It may be that, as the Harlequin is an
imported species, the conditions may not always be right for successful
completion to pupation. If there is an explanation I would appreciate
being informed of it. Photos: T   Thomas

Observations
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This year is the International Year of
Plant Health, called by the United
Nations. We know a lot more this year
about our health and R numbers and
hygiene than we did before. Well, the
same applies to plant health as it does
to human health. Plant diseases can
become epidemics and insect pests can
become major outbreaks. This year
there have been huge swarms of
locusts in East Africa putting local
food supplies at risk. In the United
Kingdom we have seen, close at hand,
plant disease causing changes on a
landscape scale. Ash die-back, caused
by the Ascomycete fungus
Hymenoscyphus fraxineus, has arrived
from Asia, via Europe and the loss of
leaves on our ash trees is obvious
almost everywhere. The Oomycete
water-mould Phytophthora ramorum,
probably more related to seaweeds
than fungi, causes dieback of larch and
other species. We do not know its
origin, but it has spread through Wales
only recently, leaving, in its wake,
areas of cleared, bare ground that used
to be forests.  We will also all have
seen the browning of horse chestnut
leaves early in the season because of
the horse chestnut leaf miner moth
(Figure 1) which was only confirmed
as a new species in 1984 and was first
recorded in the UK in 2014. In that
short time it has become very
widespread. So, the International Year
of Plant Health has been given the
strapline “Protecting Plants, Protecting
Life” and declares that controlling
pests and diseases can help reduce
worldwide poverty and hunger, help
protect the environment, and assist
economic development.

Pests and disease are studied by
entomologists and plant pathologists
who have, of course, developed their
own terminology. It may be helpful to
explain some of this language. A pest
is usually considered to be an animal
that causes damage to plants e.g.
insect, nematode. In contrast,

pathogens are organisms that cause
disease in plants e.g. fungi, water-
moulds, bacteria, viruses,
mycoplasmas. The disease itself is the
collection of symptoms that is caused
by a single pathogen, or a combination
of them acting in the same plant. If you
hear of a plant disorder, this describes
a physiological problem e.g. frost
damage, nutrient deficiency, water
stress.

The disease is usually given a
common descriptive name based on its
symptoms and you can quickly become
familiar with recognising the main
groups of diseases when you are out in
the field. For instance, rusts look like
patches or pustules or orange or brown
rust on leaves or stems. Powdery
mildews coat the upper and lower
surfaces of leaves with white and, if
looked at under the microscope have
delicate and intricate reproductive
structures, cleistothecia.  Anthracnoses
are brown spots on leaves.

The pathogens feed on the plants in
different ways. Biotrophs feed on
living tissue e.g. Puccinia
lagenophorae, a rust fungus that can be
seen as bright, orange spore masses on
the stems of Common Groundsel
(Senecio vulgaris). They have
specialised, nutrient absorbing
structures, haustoria, that grow inside
the plant cells and these pathogens are
usually quite specific as to which host
they can invade. Necrotrophs kill off
the plant cells and then feed off the
contents. They generally have a wider
host range e.g. Botrytis cinerea with
which we are familiar as the grey
mould that covers and softens soft fruit
such as strawberries. Saprotrophs, e.g.
the oak polypore Piptoporus
quercinus, only feed off tissue that is
already dead and so are not strictly
plant pathogens but rather
decomposers, although some
necrotrophs can also live as
saprotrophs.

Diseases are spread between plants
via several mechanisms. Wind
disperses the spores of the ash die-back
pathogen over long distances. The
swimming zoospores of the water
moulds (yes, they do have flagella and
can swim) move in rain splashes or in
airborne water droplets, or through soil
and irrigation water. Animal vectors,
such as aphids and other sap-sucking
insects, inadvertently take viruses from
one plant and inject them into another
whilst feeding.

Both pests and pathogens are
originally part of natural ecosystems
and have had long relationships with
their host species. Viruses, possibly,
evolved along with the first single
cells. The relationships between hosts
and diseases may be of complex,
interlinked life cycles. We are seeing
an example of this through the
fascinating work on Acute Oak Decline
being carried out with the involvement
of Dr Sandra Denman, Forest Research
and Bangor University, amongst
others. This is showing that disease to
be caused by the interaction of
bacterial species, mediated by a beetle.

However, it is the epidemic level of
pest and disease of which we are most
aware (unless it is the loss of tomatoes
in our back-garden!). Often, we see
pests and pathogens as detrimental.
These epidemics and outbreaks occur
when the delicate balance in the natural
ecosystem is disrupted. Then the pests
or pathogens multiply so quickly that
they become a problem to crops and
ecosystems, and need to be managed.
This disruption can occur for several
reasons. When there are monocultures
of plants, which are uniform in their
susceptibility, as in agriculture, the
pests and pathogens have a huge food
supply and can multiply dramatically.
Or, if pests and pathogens arrive from
other regions into an ecosystem that
has not previously had to combat it,
resistance may be low or absent in that
population of hosts. We are seeing this

Plant pathogens – a naturalist’s perspective
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Figure 2. Melamopsora on Black Poplar Populus nigra
Photo: D .  S k y d m o r e

Figure 1. Browning of horse chestnut leaves early in the season by horse chestnut leaf miner moth
Photo: D .  S k y d m o r e

Plant pathogens – a naturalist’s perspective
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(1977), was one of the first to call for
this as he said that the dynamics of
ecosystems could not be understood
without appreciating the role of
pathogens and animal predation on
plants. For instance, the Janzen-Connell
effect (which was first proposed for
tropical forests) gives a theoretical
account of the lower survival of
seedlings when they grow near their
parent tree (Gilbert GS. 2002). This
theory suggests that, when seedlings are
at a high density, growing around the
plant from which the seeds have fallen,
the pathogens and host-specific
herbivores are able to spread readily
between these hosts. So, infection rates
are dependent on the host’s population
density. The infections then reduce the
density of the host species. The
hypothesis has been supported by much
experimental evidence (Comita, LS et
al. 2014). The conclusion of this is that
herbivores and pathogens, by thinning
dense populations, stabilise complex
ecosystems allowing many species to
grow, rather than single species being
dominant. This, of course, depends on
other environmental factors which in
some circumstances will allow
dominance of a few species. Another
way in which pathogens can regulate
the composition of plant populations is
when resistant hosts are selected
because the pathogen infects only the
susceptible plants. The resistant
phenotypes then dominate.

So, plant pathogens and ‘pests’are
an integral and valuable part of
ecosystems. Indeed, some of them need
our help through conservation. The
wonderful Welsh Rust Fungi project,
giving us the ‘Rust Fungi Red Data List
and Census Catalogue for Wales’
(Woods et al. 2015), shows the rarity of
some native, rust pathogen species. It
notes that, of the 225 taxa of rust fungi
recorded in Wales, 3 are probably
extinct and 39 are threatened with
extinction. For example, the rust fungus
Puccinia bistorta is critically
endangered on the Common Bistort
Persicaria bistorta. The pathogens may
also be on rare plants e.g. Melamopsora
on Black Poplar Populus nigra (Figure
2) Natural England has listed a range of
fungi which are ‘Species of
Conservation Concern’ as part of its

Biodiversity Action Plans (Ainsworth
M. 2004).

If you already have an interest in
fungi, have a go at adding plant
pathogens to your list of species. Or,
whilst you are identifying plants, see if
you can also find some of those
pathogens that are so important to our
ecosystems.
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type of invasion with ash dieback
disease, or in the threat from the
emerald ash borer (the beetle Agrilus
planipennis) which could arrive on
imported plant products. The same lack
of resistance is a factor when climatic
conditions change, making the
environment more favourable to pest
and disease spread. Climate change is
expanding or shifting the geographical
ranges in which many pests and
pathogens can live and thrive. Global
heating, with its alterations in
temperature and rainfall, can increase
the susceptibility of plants as they
become stressed and physiologically
unhealthy.

The International Year of Plant
Health is promoting awareness,
amongst farmers and consumers, about
the ways in which the spread of pests
and pathogens can be minimised. This
is through the planting of resistant
crops and varieties, and by being
biosecurity conscious and not
importing, or planting, infected
material. The ‘UK Plant Health Risk
Register’ (DEFRA on line), lists more
than a thousand pests and pathogens
which are currently threats to crops and
ecosystems in Great Britain and
Northern Ireland.

We need to make sure that the
environment is healthy enough to keep
plants in good condition and able to
resist infection. This will be done by
maintaining soil health (which is so
important for the well-being of the
plant), improving pollinator health,
protecting biodiversity and taking
action to reduce climate change. As
naturalists we have a major
contribution to make in promoting and
educating about the protection of the
environment and the recognition of
biodiversity.

Within natural ecosystems, where
host and pest or pathogen co-evolve,
their inter-relationships tend to be
more balanced. The host can evolve to
become resistant but then the pathogen
changes to become virulent again. A
step-for-step process. In these
ecosystems, pathogens are an
important control in the growth of
plant populations. There is limited
research on pathogens in natural
ecosystems and we need to encourage
more of it. Professor J.L.Harper

Plant pathogens – a naturalist’s perspective

David Skydmore took his first degree in
biology at the University of Manchester.
He went on to take his PhD on
Phytophthora in Bangor, North Wales.
From there, he moved to the University of
Cambridge to work on the fungal
taxonomy of pathogens as a postdoctoral
assistant to Professor D.S.Ingram in the
School of Botany. He was then appointed
to a lecturing position and a fellowship at
Girton College.

After a spell working in IT, he moved
back to teaching botany and horticulture at
the Welsh College of Horticulture, which
later became Glydnwr University where he
led the Department of Natural and Built
Environment.

David is now an Emeritus Professor
and a Director of the Lovell Quinta
Arboretum in Cheshire.
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An unusual gall, outside of its normal
range, has been found in Barnsley,
South Yorkshire.  The gall, Diplolepis
mayri, is found on rose and is related to
the familiar robin’s pincushion (Diplole-
pis rosae), being caused by a different
member of the same family of gall
wasps.  Chinery (2011) describes it as
being a species of southern England.
Tom Higginbottom and Jeremy Bow-
drey of the British Plant Gall Society,
have provisionally confirmed the sight-
ing in Barnsley.

The gall has been found on several
different small dog rose plants on Barn-
sley Common.  There appear to be two
main areas of galled plants, all confined
within an area about 200m long and to a
few yards either side of a public foot-
path.  The gall was found by Annefie
Roberts, of the Barnsley Nats on a walk
with her husband Peter and BNA mem-
ber Catherine Artindale. At the moment
no trace of the gall can be found else-
where on this extensive ex-colliery site.
There are several dried up, brown re-
mains of some galls clearly showing the
insect exit holes.  These are all on the
western edge; so the colony must have
overwintered and now appears to be
spreading slightly east this season.

The gall seems to form on all areas
of the plant, including the leaves and the

stems.  Chinery also mentions they can
form on the fruit as well but this could
not be confirmed on the Barnsley speci-
mens. Observation of the gall has
shown that it first appears as a small red
pimple, growing into green and/or red
tiny spheres, 2-3mm in diameter, and
covered with short sharp spines. These
short spines contrast with the long
branched hairs of the robin’s pincush-
ion, distinguishing the two galls.  The
small galls of Diplolepsis mayri cluster
together to form a larger mass, the big-
gest so far being 60mm in diameter.

One particular plant seems most af-
fected by galling. It was the one first
seen and as of writing, in mid Septem-
ber, has nine separate live gall clusters
on it, plus one vacated cluster. Most of
the other plants seem to have only sin-
gle new clusters on them, with just 6
vacated galls having been found from a
previous season.

Interestingly, most of the galls are
appearing on very young and small
plants, and many of the stems support-
ing the galls seem to be in poor condi-
tion, quite a few having already lost all
their leaves.  This could be simply a
coincidence, or a reflection of too small
a sample size, but maybe the gall is us-
ing up valuable nutrients at the expense
of the host rose plant? We have found

just a couple of galls on more mature
plants, and the stems supporting these
seem to be in better condition.

Finally, cutting a section across an
old gall shows the vacated larval cham-
bers, very similar to that formed by the
gall wasp in robin’s pincushion, and
demonstrating their close affinity.  The
British Plant Gall Society have taken a
sample of the gall for hatching, and an
absolute confirmation of its identity will
be made then, most likely in 2021.

References
Chinery M, 2011. Britain’s Plant Galls, A
photographic guide.  Oxford: Princeton University
Press, WILDGuides.

Redfern. M. 2011. Plant Galls.  London: Collins
New Naturalist Library.

The Gall,

Diplolepis mayri on Barnsley Common
Photo: C. Artindale

Robin’s pincushion, Diplolepis rosae
Photo: C. Artindale

Section across vacated D. mayri gall showing
larval chambers

Photo: C. Artindale
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Surely no member of the BNA would
loathe any animal, barring parasites
which cause serious harm to man or
beast. Even for those species we can
marvel at their amazing life-styles
enabling them to thrive in extraordinary
circumstances.

However when a love of mammals is
combined with a love of gardening,
conflict can arise. Gardeners have
always had to contend with various
rodents but now a much bigger garden
invader is on the scene in many areas.
Whilst a dainty deer from China can
give immense delight to many, they can
cause much grief to gardeners.

The first liberations of Reeves’
(Chinese) muntjac were from Woburn ,
Bedfordshire in 1901 but from there and
elsewhere there were many subsequent
releases, especially in the 1950s, ’60s
and ‘70s. At that time they were
regarded as a benign introduction. As
they increased and expanded their range
their impact in our woodlands became
apparent: mitigation methods became
necessary. By 2007 their presence was
recorded in 816 10km squares of
England and Wales, increasing to 887
squares by 2016.

The native habitat of Reeves’
muntjac in China is densely vegetated
forests in temperate and sub-tropical
areas. Although primarily a woodland
animal, in Britain they now occupy a
variety of habitats including gardens.
Not just large gardens of country estates
but gardens and allotments in villages,
towns and cities. Whilst humane control
by shooting, by a qualified marksman
with the approved firearm, can control
the numbers in most habitats this is
obviously not possible in a built-up area.
They can jump well: I have seen a doe
clear a 1.5m brick wall from a standing
start. Excluding them by fencing can be
costly as well as unattractive. When
getting over or through mesh fencing
there is a risk of a leg being caught or
broken. There have been examples too
of muntjac being stuck tight between the

upright elements of garden gates, their
struggles causing the gate to come off
its pivots. The agonising screams of the
animal alert the neighbourhood. To
extricate the poor animal there is
potential risk for a would-be rescuer to
become injured, especially if it is a buck
with sharp, pointed upper canine tusks
and pointed antlers, as well as sharp
hooves. Humane dispatch may be
necessary. Now, with no exemptions,
any muntjac taken into care must not
subsequently be released (Invasive
Alien Species (Enforcement and
Permitting) Order 2019).

A series of quiet gardens, without
resident dogs, with shrubs for
concealment and a variety of plants to
eat can form a home range for muntjac.
Clues to their presence might be scraped
areas in the soil, small cloven hoof
prints, piles of small black faecal pellets
or frayed bark on a sapling or stem of a
shrub – all signs to another muntjac that
this area is occupied. The “quiet” will be
shattered if a deer starts barking – often
dozens or even hundreds of times very
loudly and in rapid succession. This can
be very annoying to anyone trying to
sleep.

If muntjac select your garden there is
the opportunity for a naturalist, even if
house-bound, sitting comfortably
indoors, to discreetly observe and record
behaviours. You may see a buck alone,
a doe alone, both sexes together, adult
doe with a fawn or occasionally another
grouping. A doe may have selected a
concealed spot to give birth, which can
occur in any month of the year because
unlike other deer, there is no fixed
mating season. A new-born fawn is tiny,
has a spotted coat and weighs just under
or over 1kg. Within a few days of giving
birth a doe will be pursued by a buck
and mated: 210 days later she will have
another fawn. Her lot in life is one of
perpetual pregnancy, one of the features
that made the species so successful at
colonising our landscapes.

A buck, more often than a doe,

wipes his forehead on the ground,
depositing scent from a pair of slit-like
frontal glands. Within a deep pocket
below each eye are the sub-orbital
glands which may be wiped on twigs
and another secretion is produced
between the cleaves of the hind feet :
olfaction is a very important means of
communication for species that evolved
for life in dense vegetation. You may be
able to distinguish individuals males, at
least while they are in hard antler. With
great luck you might even find a cast
antler, shed in May or June.

Keeping a list of eaten/uneaten
plants can be useful for gardeners and
anyone placing flowers on graves. Some
lists have been compiled but will vary
according to what is on offer. Roses and
tulips are perhaps the top favourites.
Accessible fruits will be eaten but they
grapple to bite into a large windfall
apple – so stamp on the apples or cut
them, and place them where you will be
able to observe. Muntjac may drink
from water put out for hedgehogs or
birds, even standing on their hind legs to
reach to a bird bath.

Many of our members will already
be familiar with muntjac but those in the
west and north may not yet have
encountered them. Concerns that they
may become established in the northern
counties was the topic of a British Deer
Society symposium in January 2020.
Please report any sightings in new areas
to county mammal recorders.

Further reading
Cooke A. 2019. Muntjac and Chinese water deer:
History, Environmental Impact and Management.
Exeter: Pelagic Publishing.

Chapman N, Harris S & Harris A. 1994. What
gardeners say about muntjac. Deer 9 (5) 302-306.

Smith-Jones C. 2017. The 2016 BDS Deer
Distribution Survey. Deer 18 (5), 15-18.

Symposium in Newcastle. 2020. Northward
bound? Report on Muntjac Deer 19 (10)12-14.

Love or loathe them – they are here to stay!
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Buck (male) muntjac – a much larger garden invader
Photo: N. Chapman

Buck showing white patches either side of its flat, broad tail
Photo: N. Chapman

Scrape made by buck marking his territory
Photo: N. Chapman

Buck and doe in garden
Photo: N. Chapman

 Stem frequently frayed by teeth of a buck to mark his territory
Photo: N. Chapman

Antler and faeces
Photo: N. Chapman

Love or loathe them – they are here to stay!
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How small does a mammal have to be
to count as a ‘small mammal’? The
most exact answer is that it has to be
small enough to fit in a small-mammal
trap. You might think that saying they
had to weigh less than 50g as an adult
would be a more scientific answer but
that would include most of the bats and
everyone restricts the term ‘small
mammal’ to ‘small terrestrial
mammals’. Defined that way, the
island of Britain has ten species: seven
rodents and three insectivores. There
are a three extra (introduced) species
on offshore islands but here I am only
concerned with the islands of Britain
and Ireland, which has only four of the
British species.

I live in NW Essex and, totting-up
my mammal sightings on country
walks over the last few months, I've
seen six species alive. All of them
herbivores and all of them introduced
to Britain by man: rabbit, grey squirrel,
brown rat, brown hare, muntjac and
fallow deer. The only insectivores or
carnivores (all native) were dead on the
road: fox, badger, stoat, hedgehog. It is
worth noting that all five British
insectivores are native and so are all
but one (American mink) of the eight
carnivores.

Of all the small mammals, only the
house mouse was an introduction and
that has lived in Britain since Roman
times and probably back into the Iron
Age. All ten are very good at not being
seen and that is not just because they
are mainly nocturnal. Shrews,
especially, are active both day and
night and so are field voles and some
of the others to a limited extent.
Despite being difficult to spot, there
are in fact millions of these mammals
in Britain. According to the latest
Mammal Society/JNCC estimates
(Table 1).

It is interesting to compare small
mammals with small seed and insect-
eating birds. The birds have lots more
species but even the commonest never
reach the abundance of  the most

abundant small mammals. The
commonest bird is the wren:
population about 15.4 million. The
combined population of the
commonest six mouse-sized birds
(wren, robin, chaffinch, sparrow, blue
tit, dunnock) is less than the number
of field voles. More than half the 49
mouse-sized breeding bird species are
rarer than the rarest small mammal.
Because birds can fly, they can be
much more specialist in their diets and
habitat needs. Mammals as rare as, for

Species (millions)

Common shrew  13.6
Pygmy shrew     8.6
Water shrew     1.9
Dormouse     0.9
Bank vole   27.4
Field vole  59.4
Harvest mouse    0.6
Wood mouse  39.6
Yellow-necked mouse   1.5
House mouse     5.2

Table 1.
Estimated British adult population

example, a dipper (about 20,000 in
Britain) would probably not meet a
member of the opposite sex often
enough to keep the population going.
Water shrews are almost 100-times as
common.

Small mammal trapping
For many years the main way of
studying small mammals was to use
catch-alive traps and methods of
marking individual animals so that
their movements, life-spans etc. could
be investigated. From its invention in
the 1940s, the ‘Longworth’ trap
became the main tool for generations
of PhD students - including me when
investigating yellow-necked mice in
the late 1960s and early 1970s.

On the plus side, Longworths
traps do last well: mine cost a few
shillings each fifty years ago and still
work fine,although captured animals
gnaw the doors which have to be re-
placed now and again. You used to be
able to buy replacements but now you
have to make them yourself. The
traps are easy to clean and the sensi-
tivity of the treadle mechanism can be
adjusted depending on whether you

Longworth trap

Studying Britain's Small Mammals
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are after harvest mice and shrews or
only bigger rodents.

The downside is the cost. For most
amateur naturalists buying a decent
sized batch of Longworths is not an
option but there are organisations that
offer trap loans.

In my opinion, no-one should buy
new as there are better, cheaper
alternatives for sale on-line that work
just as well and for which replacement
parts are available. In my experience
these are the BioecoSS tube-trap and
the Heslinga trap – just search online
using either of these trap names.

I think the best option, if price is
the most important consideration, is to
buy some Trip-Traps. These are
available on-line these are marketed as
‘economy traps’ by several natural
history equipment suppliers at prices
several times the cost from non-
specialist online stores. The recently
published Live Trapping Small
Mammals – a practical guide (Gurnell
J & Flowerdew JR, 2019) says that
Trip-Traps have a nest-box similar in
size to a Longworth. Despite which,
they say it is not suitable for field use.
I think they are wrong in both
respects.

Trip Traps now only have tiny‘bait
chambers’ with nowhere for captive
animals to find nest material. Used in
the field they would kill a high
proportion of the catch. Replace the
bait-chamber with a home-made
wooden or metal nest-box and you
have a perfectly good trap.

The treadle is sensitive enough to
catch the smallest mammals but you
can't adjust the sensitivity. They work.

On the web you will also find
many other catch-alive mouse traps.
They vary in size and price but all
need a home-made nest-box for field
use.

The main problem with using any
sort of trap is the law and shrews.
Even though they are very common
and in no conservation danger, it is
illegal to try and catch shrews or to
keep them in captivity if you do. It is
perfectly legal to set traps for voles
and mice (except dormice) and to let
any shrews go if you catch them by
accident. Creating a ‘shrew-hole’
13mm in diameter is often
recommended for Longworths. This

may mean harvest mice escape too and
bigger mice and voles will gnaw the
hole until they escape as well. Then
you have to repair the trap. Shrew holes
can easily be provided in the nest-boxes
you make for Trip-Traps and are easy
to repair.

Shrews need to feed very
frequently. You can maximise their
chance of being alive when you inspect
the traps by providing suitable food
(blowfly pupae, moist cat food, small
bits of meat) and checking the traps
every few hours if possible.

Most amateur naturalists only want
to capture small mammals to see what
species live in their area, to show them
to educational groups or to photograph
them. Remember that keeping shrews
for even a few hours to photograph
them is illegal without a Natural
England licence (or equivalent Scottish
or Welsh licence).

Tags and Camera-traps
What has changed small-mammal
studies completely since I did my own
yellow-necked mouse study is that
radio-tags are now available at a size
that can be used safely on even  the
smallest of mammals. This is fairly
high-tech stuff, and costly, but the
results have shown that what was learnt
from Longworth trapping about home-
range sizes and individual movements
was wrong. Small mammals move over
much greater distances and some
species are more likely to climb trees
than was ever realised before.

While radio-tags are for specialists,
wildlife camera-traps will only set you
back a few tens of pounds (there are
several models under £50 on line) and
you can use them to study real wild
mammals – even the protected shrews
and dormice.

Put a camera trap on a tripod and
point it at the ground where you can
put some suitable bait for the animals
you want to ‘trap’. You can set the trap
to take still photos or video clips, in
colour by day and black and white by
night.

I once put a road-kill rabbit as the
bait, hoping to ‘trap’ a stoat or weasel. I
was amazed when I watched the video
to see large numbers of wood mice
gnawing rabbit meat.

You can point a camera-trap at an

existing nest box (even a dormouse
box, which you can never legally
disturb by fitting an interior micro-
camera like those used in bird-boxes) to
find out which small mammals use the
box when it has no birds in it.

It is legal to install a dormouse nest-
box but not to check it if you know a
dormouse is inside.

Similar to dormouse boxes are
mouse-nesting tubes. These are cheap
plastic tubes with a wooden floor and
one end closed by a piece of wood.
Fixed in trees and shrubs they may be
used by dormice or wood mice to build
their nests. Like wooden nest boxes, it
is legal to use them until you discover a
dormouse – then you must leave the
tube alone.

Similarly, if you erect standard tit-
boxes high in the tree canopy and then
climb-up to clean them out in the
normal way, at the end of the bird
breeding season, you may well find that
wood mice, yellow-necked mice or
even dormice have moved in. This does
not break the law as long as you let the
dormouse run free as soon as you
discover it and don't disturb the box
again until the dormouse hibernation
season.

Owl pellets and bottled mammals
A good way of discovering what small
mammals live in a locality is to identify
the skeletal remains of dead animals.
The lower jaws almost always stay
intact, retain their teeth and are easy to
identify. You harvest the remains as
owl (or other bird-of-prey) pellets,
predator droppings or ‘bottled
mammals’. Bottled mammals are those
that have got trapped and died inside a
dumped glass or plastic drinks bottle or
an empty ring-pull can. Sadly, this is a
common event and checking roadside
hedges for bottle litter usually provides
lots of mammal remains. By far the
best booklet to identify the remains is
‘The Analysis of Owl Pellets’ by the
late Derek Yalden (Mammal Society,
2020).

Strangely, Yalden does not mention
bottled-mammals but the identification
guide works just as well for them as for
owl pellets. Although examining half
rotten mammals from bottles is more
unpleasant than working with owl
pellets, the distribution data from

Studying Britain's Small Mammals
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Common shrew
Illustration: A. Thorburn.

Dormouse
Illustration: A. Thorburn.

Bank voles
Illustration: A. Thorburn.

Studying Britain's Small Mammals

Water  shrew
Illustration: A. Thorburn.

Pigmy shrew
Illustration: A. Thorburn.

Field  vole
Illustration: A. Thorburn
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Harvest mouser
Illustration: A. Thorburn

Studying Britain's Small Mammals

Wood mouse
Illustration: A. Thorburn

House mouse
Illustration: A. Thorburn

Yellow necked mouse
Illustration: A. Thorburn.

bottled mammals is better. You find
the remains where the mammal lived
and died. Owls may fly a long way
between eating a mouse and coughing
up its bones.

Species Accounts

Pygmy shrew
It is surprising that this tiny shrew can
live further north in Europe than the
common shrew. That probably
explains why, at the end of the most
recent ice age, it not only colonised
England before Britain became an
island but got far enough north to
colonise Ireland before it separated
from Britain. It is the only shrew to be
found in Ireland. In the absence of

competition from common shrews I
would have expected Irish pygmies to
be commoner than British ones but this
seems not to be the case.

 Common shrew
By far the commonest shrew and found
throughout mainland Britain. It is
absent from most off-shore islands and
is replaced on some of the Scilly Isles
and Channel Islands by introduced
continental species of white-toothed
shrews.

Water shrew
Despite its name, it can disperse to any
lowland habitats. It  turns up in live-
traps or in bottled mammal remains in
habitats remote from bodies of water
but its main habitats are all close to

water (usually streams) where it feeds
on aquatic invertebrates.

Dormouse
The subject of many recent studies and
conservation effort. It is also known as
the hazel dormouse and was once
assumed to live mainly in coppice
woodlands where its presence could be
detected by the very characteristic way
it opens hazel nuts. It is now known
that it uses many other habitats which
require other survey methods. Dormice
seem to be the only British small
mammal suffering a major population
decline.

There is a very good account of its
ecology and conservation available for
free-download from the People's Trust
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for Endangered Species
(www.ptes.org). One somewhat odd
suggestion is that global warming
causes dormice to wake from
hibernation in winter and die for lack
of food. Since the direction of decline
has been from the north first with the
best remaining populations being in the
extreme south of England, this seems
improbable.

Field vole
The main food for barn owls and
kestrels and the most abundant of all
the small mammals but, in live-
trapping studies, it is caught less often
than wood mice and bank voles,
probably because its main habitat
(rough grassland) is less often trapped
than woods and hedgerows. The easy
way of detecting field vole presence is
to part grass tussocks and look for their
runs at soil level (they are not burrows
– the sides and top of the runs are
grasses). Field voles are the only small
mammals that eat mainly grass.

Bank vole
Very common in hedgerows, woods
with undergrowth and gardens that are
not too neat and tidy. They can climb
into shrubs but do so much less often
than wood mice. Bank voles were
accidentally introduced to Ireland,
probably in the mid-20th century. They
are now spreading east and north from
the south-west Ireland introduction
site.

Harvest mouse
The name refers to the fact that they
were often seen during the cereal
harvest when this was done late and by
manual labour. They no longer use
cereal fields which are devoid of insect
and weed seeds for them to eat and are
now harvested much earlier and by
machine. Today harvest mice live in
the habitats that they would have used
before the days of cereal farming: reed-
beds or long grass. The tennis-ball
sized nests, constructed from grass and
fixed in above ground vegetation, are
the easiest way of detecting the
presence of harvest mice. Their nests
must help the mice avoid problems of
ground level flooding and predation by
weasels that are too heavy to climb
grass stems.

Wood mouse
Even more common than bank voles
and in similar habitats. A very wide
range of foodstuffs used: seeds, fruits,
insects, scavenged dead animals. They
climb frequently in shrubs and trees
and often use bird-boxes. They
sometimes enter houses in winter and
live in the loft but this is much rarer
than for yellow-necked mice.

It seems likely that wood mice were
the only species of small rodent to
reach Ireland as natives: i.e. before
Ireland separated from Britain.

 Yellow-necked mouse
These seem to be restricted mainly to
areas with plenty of ancient woodland
in the southern half of Britain. They are
very similar to wood mice with which
they definitely do not hybridise – so
they are genuinely a separate species.
 They seem to be much more likely
to climb – both into house lofts where
they may cache acorns as food and in
trees where they may live above ground
for several days as I discovered in the
final days of my PhD study, when
tracking radios got small enough to fit
on a big yellow-necked mouse.
 Although much rarer than wood
mice, yellow-necks seem not to be in
any danger of decline.

 House mouse
The only small mammal introduced to
mainland Britain by man: but this
seems certain to have occurred in the
very earliest days of agriculture . On
the mainland almost all house mice
live indoors although some live
outdoors in the summer. This does not
seem to be related to intolerance of the
cold and is more likely to be because
they cannot compete successfully with
wood mice for food. On small islands
with no wood mice, like the Isle of
May, house mice live outdoors year
round.
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Photo: Alec Cooper
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American Mink on the Grand Union Canal, Wilstone, Hertfordshire.
Photo: S. West

The American mink, Neovision vision,
are long bodied, dark-coloured,
semiaquatic, carnivorous mammals of
the family Mustelidae, which also
includes weasels, otters and ferrets.
Native to North America, the species
has been introduced to Great Britain
and is now well established
geographically. It is listed as one of
the world’s worst 100 invasive non-
native species by the IUCN’s Invasive
Species Specialist Group
(www.issg.org)

Mink are favoured for their high
quality, durable coats and it was this
trait that led them to be brought over
to Great Britain in the 1920s and bred
in fur farms. There were as many as
400 known mink fur farms by the
1950s, however it is likely that there
were several more unregistered.

A widespread misconception is
that the UK’s wild population of
American mink originated from mass
releases of mink from fur farms by
animal rights activists in the 1990s.
Whilst these events were notable in
the timeline of mink establishment in
the UK, due to the sizeable numbers
released, mink were in fact established
decades earlier from multiple escapes
and likely deliberate releases across
the country. Mink were first
confirmed to be breeding in the wild
in 1956. However, they are likely to
have been present for some time
before this as only ten years later they
were found to be in over half the
counties of England and Wales, and in
much of lowland Scotland. Today,
their distribution has extended,
although population numbers are
largely unknown.

Mink are most commonly
implicated in multiple local
extinctions of water voles, Arvicola
amphibius, in Great Britain. However,
their range of predation is known to be
far greater, extending from the
uplands (short eared owls, Asio
flammeus and hen harrier, Circus

American Mink  Lethal control: right or wrong?
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cyaneus) and inland (crayfish, reptiles,
fish, swans and water vole) to coastal
(several species of terns and a variety
of wading species) and even offshore
seabird colonies. Indeed, the mink’s
successful establishment is thought to
be due to its ability to exploit a
particularly wide prey range.

A further reason for its success in
Great Britain is due to the lack of
meso-predators that mink is in
competition with. Historic persecution
of species such as Eurasian otter
(Lutra lutra), pine marten (Marten
marten), fox (Vulpes vulpes) and
European badger (Meles meles) has
allowed mink to reach higher densities
than achieved in continental systems
with a more diverse predator base. It is
often thought that since otter numbers
have recovered, they are pushing mink
out of their range and have
subsequently reduced numbers.
However, it is becoming increasingly
common to observe both scat (mink
faeces) & spraint (otter faeces) at the
same location, suggesting this is no
longer always the case.

Mink control – right or wrong?
In the UK it is illegal under the
Wildlife & Countryside Act 1981 to
release mink into the wild and it is, of

course, not possible to return trapped
animals to North America. Lethal mink
control is a controversial subject that
causes much debate and quite rightly.
We are not short of examples where
conservation actions have been
questionable and even damaging, and
so we owe it to wildlife to constantly
question our actions to avoid further
mistakes.

It’s easy to think of mink as a
voracious killer and to call for blood.
The evidence is there and it is
undeniable that their presence is
having a significant impact on many
prey species, including the water vole.
However, the mink is a popular wild
species in America and whilst we do
not condone the killing of other
mustelids such as otters, should we
allow it for this species, simply
because we decided to move it here?

After several decades in the UK, it
could be argued that mink has now
become part of our ecosystem. At what
point do we accept that a species has a
stronghold and is here to stay? A
further invasive species on our
waterways, the pink flowered plant,
Himalayan balsam (Impatiens
glandulifera), now extends over most
of our waterways and it is highly
unlikely it will ever be eradicated.

Whilst it is thought that mink numbers
are reasonably under control when
compared to non-natives such as
Himalayan balsam, it is a question
worth considering.

On the other hand, many of our
‘native’ species on which the mink
predates are facing long term and
critical declines, such as Atlantic
salmon (Salmo salar) and brown/sea
trout (Salmo trutta), species whose
population charts both show dramatic
drop offs and of course the water vole,
which has been lost from 94% of the
places where they were formally
prevalent. Can we really put these
species at further risk of extinction for
one that is of no conservation concern,
or should we allow humane methods of
control in order to preserve
biodiversity?

There is currently no official
national strategy for managing mink.
However several locally focussed
projects, many driven or supported by
the British Association for Shooting
and Conservation (BASC) and/or Game
and Wildlife Conservation Trust
(GWCT) are taking place nationally.

American Mink amongst the reeds, Grand Union Canal, Wilstone, Hertfordshire
Photo: S. West

American Mink  Lethal control: right or wrong?
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The return of  the pine marten

It is some five years since I drove
from Scotland to a vast expanse of
woodland in mid-Wales with a
precious cargo of four pine martens −
of varying temperaments! This was
the beginning of the translocation of a
native species doing well in Scotland
but heading for extinction in Wales
and England. And it was the
culmination of many years’ research,
a detailed feasibility study, extensive
community engagement and the hard
work of dedicated scientists,
conservationists and local volunteers.

In 2015, the mammal
conservation charity, Vincent
Wildlife Trust (VWT), with the
support of many organisations
including Scottish Natural Heritage,
Forestry and Land Scotland, Chester
Zoo, The Woodland Trust, People’s
Trust for Endangered Species and
Natural Resources Wales, began to
reinforce the relict Welsh pine marten
population.

During a three-year period, fifty-
one adult martens were brought to
mid-Wales. The martens were radio-
tracked during the first year, allowing
the Trust to record their patterns of
movement and territorial behaviour.
Once the radio collars were removed,
tracking continued using remote
cameras  and  regular  scat  hunts  −
helped by an army of enthusiastic
local volunteers. Five seasons of kits
later and I know that I have been part
of  a  landmark  project  −  the  first
carnivore recovery programme of its
size in Britain. But, of course, it isn’t
over. Staff and volunteers from VWT
continue to check the progress of this
new Welsh marten population, and
although monitoring has had to be
halted during periods of COVID-19
lockdown, there was a collective
cheer when remote camera footage
started to come in with evidence of
yet another year of successful
breeding. Such good news for a
Welsh marten population once
labelled as functionally extinct.

An arboreal mustelid, an opportunist
and a consummate hunter
About the size of a small domestic cat, the
pine marten has a slim body, long tail,
bushy in winter, and longer legs than
most of its relatives. It is easy to see how
the rich chestnut-brown winter coat of a
marten was prized by furriers in centuries
past. Pine martens have the looks other
British mustelids can only dream of − the
apricot-yellow bib, heart-shaped face and
big brown eyes give an endearing
appearance to this efficient predator. It
would certainly fight for top place in the
UK equivalent of the safari tour ‘big
five’.

The pine marten prefers three
dimensional habitats in which it can use
its adept climbing skills to find food and
avoid predators. Martens have a
preference for diverse woodland habitat,
with old trees and a well-developed
ground and shrub layer, and where tree
cavities associated with deadwood are
available as denning sites. These are,
however, adaptable animals; where
woodland is scarce or unsuitable, they are
happy to occupy cliffs, crags and rocky
mountainsides.

Small mammals are the food of choice
for the omnivorous martens, making up at
least 40% of their diet. In summer and
autumn, martens are very dependent on

fruiting trees and shrubs, with fruit
constituting around 30% of their diet.
Martens will take birds and their eggs
but, as an opportunist, they eat what is
common and have the beneficial effect
of predating jays, magpies and other
corvids which are efficient predators
of songbirds.

A solitary lifestyle
Pine martens live at low densities and
are largely solitary. They only interact
with each other during the mating
season and do not tolerate other pine
martens in their territory. They are
slow breeders: breeding takes place
once a year, with one to three kits born
in the spring. The kits emerge from
the breeding den around mid-June and
are independent at about six-months
old.

Pine martens rarely excavate their
own dens, preferring instead to use a
range of woodland structures,
including tree cavities, squirrel dreys,
windthrow, up-turned root plates and
rock faces. As foxes are known to
catch and kill martens, above-ground
sites are essential in areas where fox
predation is likely. In the absence of
natural structures, they are happy to
occupy large bird boxes, purpose-built
den boxes and even old buildings.

The return of the pine marten

The pine martens were radio-tracked during the first year
Photo: Nick Upton n
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The size of a marten's home range
varies widely according to the habitat.
In Britain, a single male home range
can vary from 33km2 in upland spruce
to 3km2 in more productive, lowland
woodland. Females range from 10km2

to just under 1km2 in these habitats.
This means that many of our
woodlands are not large enough to
sustain sufficient numbers of pine
martens in order to maintain a viable
breeding population.

A species heading for the exit
The pine marten remains one of
Britain’s rarest carnivores. They were
widespread in the ancient post-glacial
forests and research suggests they
were once the second most common
carnivore after the weasel. From the
Neolithic era, however, anthropogenic
factors led to a slow decline in the
marten population. Woodland
clearance, a once vibrant fur industry
and predator control caused numbers
to plummet. Persecution was a
particular issue during the Victorian
era, the heyday of game shooting, and
even the adaptable marten could not
outsmart the efficient gamekeeper.
By the early 1900s, only tiny remnant
populations remained in remote
refugia in Wales and northern
England. In Scotland, however, the
marten's fortunes fared better.
Pressures were fewer across much of
Scotland and the martens stayed safe
in the North-West Highlands.

The return of the pine marten

Pine marten
Photo: Robert Cruickshanks

Pine marten in soft release pen
Photo: Nick Upton

Female marten with radio-collar
Photo: Nick Upton

Checking a remote camera
Photo: Nick Upton
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Where are they now?
In Scotland, the extant population in
the Highlands, aided by legal
protection, is on the resurgence, with
martens now widespread north of the
Central Belt and with growing
populations across southern Scotland.
In England and Wales, the species had
shown few signs of natural recovery
from its early 20th century nadir.
Excitingly, there is recent evidence of
martens moving south through the
Scottish border and beginning to re-
colonise parts of northern England.
There is also evidence of martens
living in areas of Shropshire and
Hampshire, possibly the result of
covert releases. The main population
south of the Scottish border, however,
is now in mid-Wales as a result of
VWT’s Pine Marten Recovery Project.

The squirrel conundrum
For many years, foresters and
landowners in the Midlands of Ireland
had talked of a decline in grey
squirrels in areas where the marten
was making a comeback.

In 2014, researchers from the
National University of Ireland,
Galway, did indeed find an absence of
grey squirrels from woodlands where
pine martens were present at high
densities. It led to the suggestion that
pine martens may have a negative
effect on grey squirrels. The research
also found evidence of strong and
expanding populations of red squirrels
in these same areas; the red squirrel
populations were thriving in the
absence of the greys. Unlike the
situation with the non-native grey
squirrel, pine martens have coexisted
with the native red squirrel for
millennia. A similar more recent study
in Scotland reinforced the results from
Ireland. The jury is still out, however,
and research continues on whether
pine martens do in fact create a
'landscape of fear' and will act as a
biological control for grey squirrels in
Britain. Foresters have their fingers
crossed.

Any conflicts to consider?
Pine martens are woodland animals
and do not preferentially move across
open land where they would be at risk
from larger predators such as foxes

and raptors. They are not, therefore,
animals of farmland and, at the size of
a small domestic cat, are not a threat to
livestock: there have been no recorded
cases of martens attacking lambs, but
of course, as opportunistic carnivores
they might scavenge a carcass if they
came across one. Owners of poultry
and game might want to increase their
predator proofing if martens are
present in the local landscape: if the
door is open a marten surely cannot be
blamed for taking this as an invitation
to come in. Martens are supreme
climbers so any overhanging branches
can act as a marten climbing frame
but, by and large, if poultry owners
are keeping out polecats, foxes,
goshawks and other predators, only
small changes in husbandry techniques
are needed to ensure martens cannot
enter pens.

Martens will on occasions set up
home in the roof spaces of homes and
other buildings. For some people this
is not an issue, for others who may not
be so relaxed, there is advice available
on how to exclude martens from
houses − legally. Smallscale illegal
trapping and killing of martens will
continue until those responsible leave
behind the Victorian view that all
predators are bad, and instead look
ahead to find sustainable and legal
solutions to any potential conflict.

Looking ahead
A reintroduction of the pine marten to
the Forest of Dean and Lower Wye
Valley is now underway, led by
Gloucestershire Wildlife Trust, with
the first animals brought from
Scotland in 2019. This new source
population could one day meet up with
the martens of mid-Wales and
Shropshire, spreading naturally
through areas of contiguous woodland.

By the middle of this century, pine
martens could be well-established
across Wales, the Marches and
beyond. VWT’s work in northern
England as part of the national ‘Back
from the Brink’ project has also
amassed some 60 sightings of martens
south of the Scottish border.

Things are looking good for the
pine marten and indeed for other
members of Britain's mustelid family
which brings some good cheer

amongst the growing biodiversity
gloom. The otter has now returned to
its old haunts and the polecat has
spread out from its Welsh retreat,
recolonising much of central, southern
and eastern England. Will the pine
marten be another success story?

The scat hunter
Today, I have returned to the Rheidol
Valley in a vain hope that I might see a
marten − or at least evidence of one.
To observe a pine marten in the wild is
a truly special thing. Only in Scotland
have I seen a wild marten.

At the meeting of two forest paths,
mounted on a moss-covered rock and
brimming with berry remains, the
sparkle of beetle cases and fragments
of fur, I discover a marten scat. Unlike
most of its cousins, the pine marten
has a convenient habit of leaving scats
as territory markers along paths and at
points where paths cross, making them
easy to find. The scat is quite fresh; it
has not been long since a marten
passed this way.

Martens are regularly recorded in
the Rheidol Valley so it is not
surprising that I should find a scat, but
it is all the same a thrilling find. To
think that a species once perilously
close to extinction in Wales is now
enjoying a real comeback, and not just
surviving but thriving, makes one’s
heart beat just that little bit faster.

The return of the pine marten

Hilary has worked at Vincent Wildlife Trust
since 2000, for much of that time leading the
Communications Team. She has a background
in teaching and taught Geography at the start
of her career. Prior to joining VWT, she
worked in the conservation education sector
as Head of Education with Kent Wildlife
Trust and later as an environmental education
consultant.

She has a Masters degree in Nature and
Travel Writing and has written for a range of
publications, including BBC Wildlife
magazine. Until recently, Hilary combined
her role at VWT with teaching young people
with specific learning differences.
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At the end of April South Yorkshire
member David Jenner, sent me a
photo his wife had taken on their
daily exercise walk. It was of a
dandelion with a globe-like head
and very thick stem. He hadn’t seen
anything like this before and
wondered what had caused it.

This started something with me,
and I was scanning all the
dandelions growing along the grass
verges when I next went out on my
daily exercise during lockdown.
Whereas we didn’t find any like the
one David had seen, we did see a
different specimen. This one had a

Conjoined dandelion showing the globe flowerhead
Photo: D. Jenner

Conjoined dandelion  showing the thick double stem
Photo: D. Jenner

Dandelion showing stretched out flower head
Photo. P Rutherford

Dandelion showing the thck splayed stem
Photo. P Rutherford

The Humble Dandelion

Examination of the stem revealed it
to be double width so maybe two
flowers growing next to each other
forced together like Siamese twins.
The stem felt like two pieces of
electric cable within the same
plastic covering.

I was able to tell him it is caused

by two of the plant’s ovaries being
fertilised at the same time –
therefore making it con-joined. This
phenomenon found more frequent in
vegetables isn’t altogether common,
some horticulturists say it is as
common as in human twins.

very wide, splayed stem and a
stretched out flowerhead. This is
called fasciation, which means
banded or bundled. Again, it is
uncommon and it is thought the
deformity to be caused by a
hormonal imbalance.

Two examples of abnormal

growth in a plant, who would have
thought the humble dandelion could
be so interesting?
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The frustration of the Covid-19
lockdown was eased a little by night-
time surveys for the glow-worm
Lampyris noctiluca in Norfolk and
Suffolk. As restrictions on driving for
exercise were relaxed, my sister Vicky
Quantrill and I went glow-worming.
Our visits were restricted to the
Haddiscoe Cut (Norfolk) and Sizewell
(Suffolk) areas of East Anglia. The
first glow-worms (in fact a beetle) were
seen glowing at the National Trust’s
Dunwich Heath in June, two adult
females, tiny pin pricks of green light
(Figure 1), were found beside a
heathland path. It was a magical
evening with nightjars churring away
in the distance, while a lonely light
from the coastguard cottages was cast
into the night. Walking down to the
shore, the distant blinking of the
Southwold lighthouse was an ethereal
sight.

Further visits to the Suffolk
Sandlings led to more nightjars at
Westleton Heath, but no glow-worms,
before we observed 50 glowing
females on the dunes at Sizewell Beach
in close proximity to the Sizewell A
reactor. Five females were even seen
glowing in a wooded area within the
reactor perimeter fence. The glow-
worms were sheltering in the darkness
between the trees where the intense
glow of the orange perimeter lights was
not evident. In the direct glare of the
reactor lights, flying males will find
locating glowing females difficult, so
the dark pockets of habitat on the
dunes are probably important for the
reproductive success of glow-worms.

In the failing light, the large
population of great green bush-crickets
became apparent, with over 500
singing males heard on a 5km walk
along the dunes to Minsmere and back.
After the Sizewell dune survey, we
walked south along the cliffs. We
encountered a strange man among the
gorse bushes, as startled by us as we
were meeting him. He remained silent

as we passed by, like a scene out of a
horror film where the masked killer
observes its prey. We saw the silent
man walking towards Leiston later in
the evening as we drove home. After
our brief encounter, we found 17 glow-
worms along the cliffs before we
reached the holiday camp. None were
seen on the path west through the
chalets towards the entrance to Sizewell
Hall, now a Christian Conference
Centre. Duly there was light, three
glow-worms glowing on the verge by
the Hall sign. A final glow-worm was
located on the verge of Sizewell Hall
Road, before our circular walk led us
along Sizewell Gap Road back to the
beach car park. The illumination of the
road verges from the orange security
light by the entrance to the Sizewell
reactors ensured the absence of glow-
worms.

Haddiscoe Cut, a canal connecting
the Waveney and Yare Rivers on the
border of Norfolk and Suffolk, was the
focus of several surveys in 2020. From
Haddiscoe Bridge north-west towards
Reedham, the flood bank and associated
dyke and reedbed habitat is excellent for
glow-worms (Figure 2). Along the flood
bank and concrete track verges, a total
of 255 glowing females were recorded
in 2020, a startling 129 on one night
alone by Donna Dean in just a 0.5 km
walk. The numbers recorded make
Haddiscoe Cut a site of national
importance for glow-worms, as sites
with over 100 glowing females per
kilometre are scarce. It seems the
mosaic of flood bank and dyke edge
habitats was ideal for glow-worms,
probably due to the damp vegetation
with plentiful snails and slugs for larval
feeding. Due to the presence of such
large numbers of glowing females along
the flood bank at Haddiscoe Cut, the
mowing on the main 0.5 km section of
flood defence was delayed by
Broadland Environmental Services
Limited (BESL) until glow-worms had
finished glowing in September. Several

glow-worms were seen on banks cut in
July on Haddiscoe Island suggesting
they can tolerate daytime cutting during
the mating season when they will be
low down or below ground during
daylight hours.

Glow-worms were also observed for
the first time in Waveney Forest which
is near Haddiscoe Cut and St. Olaves.
Several glowing females were observed
close to the disused branch line which
arches through the Forest and its
associated heathland which was alive
with churring nightjars. A damp path
along the western edge of the Forest,
which had just been cut, was another
good spot (21 glow-worms). Deep in
the Forest along a ride through Skeleton
Wood, a single glow-worm was
observed in bracken, the silence broken
by the worrying sound of a none-too-
distant chainsaw. And finally, glowing
females were located on the flood bank
near the wonderfully gothic St. Olaves
Drainage Mill.

As important as recording 17
locations (many new) for glow-worms
in the Haddiscoe Cut area, were the
memories of happy times. The stress of
Covid-19 lockdown and a difficult time
for our family, meant that the long
walks were welcome distractions. The
sight of the sun setting across the
Waveney Valley (Figure 3) or behind
Sizewell B nuclear reactor (Figure 4) is
not something easily forgotten. The
drainage mills dotted across Haddiscoe
Marshes seemed to speak of the
isolation we were encountering in our
lives. The distant blink of Southwold
lighthouse or the lone light of a
fisherman on the beach at Sizewell, are
all-too-brief moments in time we won’t
forget.

Not every walk was successful in
its primary aim, but still had its
entertainment. The first author walked
to Herringfleet Drainage Mill across the
marsh, only to find a courting couple
where the glow-worms should have
been! That first creak of my foot on the
wooden Mill boards frightened the life

Glow-vid 20
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out of them, much the way that a
masked maniac would in a horror
movie! The train passing along
Haddiscoe Cut never failed to inspire,
the sad sound as the carriages passed
into the distance seemed a metaphor for
the ephemeral nature of existence. Near
Somerleyton swing-bridge on the flood
bank, a new population of great green
bush-crickets was discovered. The
impressive insect, a favourite of David
Bellamy’s at Brightlingsea in 2014, was
also found for the first time in Waveney
Forest in Skeleton Wood. There’ll
never be another summer like it, where
the quest for insects couples neatly with
the escape from lockdown. Some try to
correlate the large insect populations
with the absence of human disturbance.
For those on footpaths, particularly
those on narrow flood bank crests, there
was undoubtedly a reduction in
trampling of glowing females. We’d
much rather just document the fact that
the search kept us sane in the most
difficult of circumstances. Will life ever
be the same again?

Glow-vid 20

Figure 1.
The tiny pin pricks of green ligh from a female

Photo: T Gardiner

Figure 2. .Haddiscoe Bridge flood bank, associated dyke and reedbed habitat
Photo: T Gardiner

Figure 3. The sun setting across the Waveney Valley
Photo: T Gardiner

Figure 4. Sizewell B nuclear reactor
Photo: T Gardiner

Reproduction errors occurred in Neil Redgate's article entitled "Natural time - Its importance to understanding natural history
observations" published in the last issue.

On page 25, column 1, list number 4, line 3 should have read 2018 not 2008 and in his table 2 on page 26, 200.0% should have
read 2.0
Apologies to Neil that these slipped through the net.
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Obituary

The early years
Trevor was five when his family moved
to Cuffley in Hertfordshire, and he was
to live in the county then for most of his
life. One day in 1962 Trevor discovered
a wood warbler’s nest in Northaw Great
Wood, a first for the wood, and his
discovery led to an introduction to
Bryan Sage, author of A History of the
Birds of Hertfordshire. Trevor was
invited by Bryan to join a meeting of the
Hertfordshire and North Middlesex
Branch of the British Naturalists’
Association (BNA) and as a result

Trevor joined the Branch and Bryan
and he became good friends. Trevor
remained a member of BNA for the rest
of his life, becoming for a while editor
of the Branch bulletin and then
Chairman of the Branch for very many
years. For a while he was a member of
BNA’s Council.

After leaving school Trevor went to
York University where he took a degree
in English literature, and then trained as
a librarian. His first job was in
Bexleyheath library in Kent and he
moved on from there to the Department
of Environment in Marsham Street,
London where he was an assistant
librarian.  Trevor stayed at the DoE for
about a year and it was probably at
about this time that I first met him, on
one of Hertfordshire Branch’s BNA
meetings. Trevor was very enthusiastic
about BNA and showed me copies of
‘Country-Side’. I joined the Branch too.

Stepping into natural history
Trevor wasn’t happy living in London.
He heard from a friend that there was an
opening coming up for a ‘Keeper of
Natural History’ at Hitchin Museum.
Trevor applied when the job was
advertised and got it. This was in 1973
and Trevor was 25 when he embarked
on a career in natural history which he
would now follow for the rest of his
life!

The Museum’s collections included
a herbarium carefully managed by Dr
John Dony, author of Flora of

Hertfordshire, published in 1967. Local
government re-organisation followed
and Hitchin and other local towns,
including Letchworth, became part of
the new North Hertfordshire District.
 Trevor and Brian Sawford, the
curator of the Letchworth collection,
met up and decided it made sense to
merge the collections. So a new
Department of Natural History came
into being.

Part of Trevor’s brief at Hitchin
Museum had been to draw up a
management plan for Oughtonhead
Common, a marshy tract on the north
edge of the town. With Brian Sawford’s
help, detailed vegetation surveys were
undertaken and working parties of the
Hertfordshire & Middlesex Trust for
Nature Conservation were organised.
The Trusts’ work party supervisor was
Chris Smith who was to become
Trevor’s wife. They married in 1979
and  in  1987 their son Edward was
born.

Natural history work at the Museum
began to expand, and Trevor and Brian
Sawford began to systematically

document North Hertfordshire’s places
of importance for wildlife.
Biological recording had by now
gradually taken off and Trevor became
Higher Plant Recorder for the
Hertfordshire Natural History Society
(HNHS) in 1978. John Dony then
‘passed on’ his role as Recorder for the
Botanical Society of the British Isles,
initially to Brian Sawford and Trevor
jointly. By 1983 Bryan Sage had moved
to Norfolk and Trevor took over his
responsibility as Recorder of Beetles for
the HNHS.

The Secretary of the HNHS, Philip
Kingsbury, suggested there should be a
new ‘Flora’ of Hertfordshire because
John Dony’s 1967 Flora was becoming
out-of-date.  So, in 1987 the
‘Hertfordshire Flora Project’ was
launched, which Trevor was to run for
nearly thirty years.

Hertfordshire
Environmental Records Centre
Hertfordshire County Council decided
that an Environmental Records Centre
should be established amalgamating the
recording activity at North Herts
Museum and a very similar operation at
St Albans City Museum. Trevor was
invited to run this as Director and also,
later as ‘Head of Ecology’, employed by
the County Council.

National Biodiversity Network
In 1995 Trevor was elected Chairman of
the National Federation for Biological
Recording (NFBR).  As Chairman he
proposed to the Chief Executive of the
Joint Nature Conservation Committee
that the NFBR would support an
integrated programme to develop both
local record centres and voluntary
recording schemes along with the means
to integrate their operations. The Chief
Executive supported the proposal and
subsequently Trevor was invited to
become one of the Trustees of a new
organisation, the National Biodiversity
Network Trust (NBNT).

At Northaw Great Wood in August 2011
Photo: C. James

Trevor J. James – A life led by nature
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 The Trust had the futuristic idea
that natural history data should be
collected and stored on a central
database and then shared via the
internet. The project was to be based at
Monks Wood Experimental Station and
needed a ‘Project Officer’ to develop
the work. Trevor applied successfully
for the post, relinquishing his position
as an NBNT trustee. He started in
2001, and although he had to drive 30
miles to Huntingdon and back every
day, Trevor found himself working - as
he himself wrote - “alongside some of
the most stimulating and creative
natural scientists in the UK”.  He
described his time at Monks Wood
from 2001 until its unfortunate closure
in late 2007 as “in many ways the most
fulfilling time of my paid career”.

During this period, he travelled all
over Britain and Ireland, engaging with
many different societies. I know that
Trevor was instrumental in getting
funding for a scheme founded by the
late Professor Mike Majerus of
Cambridge University to record the
arrival of the Harlequin Ladybird in the
UK from 2004 onwards.

Seeing the world
Back-tracking now to 1976, Trevor felt
the need to explore the wider world. He
asked Bryan Sage for ideas on where
he could go - somewhere really
interesting and ‘different’ was what he
had in mind. Bryan had been to many
exciting places himself and had
enthralled members of the
Hertfordshire and North Middlesex
Branch with his slide shows of such
trips on many occasions. Bryan
suggested Morocco and Trevor invited
me to join him on the trip. We both set
out with a tent, made by my father’s
company, in a car we rented in
Gibraltar, following an itinerary
suggested by Bryan. Trevor kept
meticulous natural history records of
all that we found.

Then, in 1993 a colleague of
Trevor’s, Alan Outen, recommended
that Trevor might be able to lead a
natural history tour to a remote
mountain area in northern Greece for
the then fledgling Naturetrek company.
Trevor took up the challenge and co-
led the trip with another naturalist. It
turned out to be a great success and

between then and 2005 Trevor
subsequently co-led other Naturetrek
trips too – to Nepal, Morocco (again),
Madeira, Corsica, Sardinia, Portugal,
Spain and Samos.

Flora of Hertfordshire
Ever since Trevor had left the North
Hertfordshire Museums Service in
1990, he had retained the roles of Flora
and Beetle Recorders for
Hertfordshire. In addition, he had
continued to run the ‘Hertfordshire
Flora Project’.  In late 2009 his first
major book Flora of Hertfordshire was
published, with a photo of
Hertfordshire’s county flower, the
Pasque flower, on the front cover.

Trevor remained working for the
NBN until 2014. Then two things
happened. He was diagnosed with
prostate cancer in February and, in
May, he received a letter from the
Vice-Chancellor of the University of
Hertfordshire offering an Honorary
Degree as Master of Science, for
services to natural sciences and
ecology in Hertfordshire. He
postponed surgery to remove his
prostate gland so that he could attend
the degree ceremony.  There he joked
that having just retired from a lifetime
of work in biological sciences and
wildlife recording, he was at last
qualified to do the job!

Other commendations followed.  In
2015 he received the Hertfordshire
Natural History Society’s prestigious
1875 Award for an outstanding
Hertfordshire naturalist and in 2018 he
was given the National Biodiversity
Network’s Gilbert White Award for an
outstanding contribution to biological
recording.

Beetles of Hertfordshire
Unfortunately, Trevor’s cancer spread
but despite the discomfort and
exhaustion of treatments and more
surgery, he continued to undertake
field surveys and to write his second
magnum opus. The remarkable Beetles
of Hertfordshire was published in July
2018 with its launch at the Royal
Entomological Society’s headquarters
in St. Albans. His great friend, Bryan
Sage, to whom the book is partly
dedicated, travelled from Norfolk for
the launch. Trevor’s involvement with

natural history and conservation
however did not end then and he
produced two annual updates to the
book, the last appearing in the 2020
edition of The Hertfordshire Naturalist.

In 2019 Trevor received BNA’s
David Bellamy Award, given to a Field
Naturalist of Distinction.  In November
of the same year, a letter from the
Cabinet Office invited Trevor to accept
a British Empire Medal for services to
nature conservation in Hertfordshire in
the Queen’s New Year’s Honours List.
The investiture was carried out by the
Lord Lieutenant of Hertfordshire,
Robert Voss, on 2nd March 2020.

Trevor’s Christian faith was
important to him.  He was an Elder at
Ashwell’s United Reformed Church
and, until ill health got in the way,
helped to lead services. One
Hertfordshire Branch member
remarked to me as Trevor’s cancer
increasingly took its toll that it must be
Trevor’s faith that kept him going.
Certainly Trevor was an example to us
all and Hertfordshire Branch meetings
of BNA will not now be the same
without him. Throughout his life he
was generous in sharing his wide
knowledge with others and in
encouraging them in their own studies.
He was an inspiration to many of us.

Trevor’s botanical collections are
now with the North Hertfordshire
Museum at Hitchin. His beetle
collection will go to the Oxford
University Museum of Natural History.
Before he died, Trevor produced his
final book, an autobiography (James
2020), and I have taken much of the
information here from this. He was
thankfully able to see printed copies of
this book at the hospice in Letchworth
Garden City before he passed away.
Trevor’s burial at Ashwell Cemetery
was on June 26th 2020.  He leaves his
wife, Chris, and his son, Edward.

Reference

James, T.J., 2020. Chance encounters-
following nature’s lead, a memoir of
my life. Self published.

Trevor J. James – A life led by nature
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Obituary

Graham Long at the BNA field week
in the New Forest, 2011

Photo: M. Demidecki

Graham Long, a minister minister in
the United Reformed Church (the
Congregational and Presbyterian
churches combined to form the URC in
the 1970’s), a BNA member and a
modern example of a clergyman
naturalist. I first met Graham on Jersey,
Channel Islands in 1973 where I had
gone to help mount a display in the
museum and to update the records of
Jersey’s non-marine molluscs and this
paper included many of Graham’s
records (in Annual Bulletin of La
Societe Jersiaise, 21, 397-405). The
Curator Dr John Renouf mentioned a
local minister who was keen on natural
history and who would like to join us in
the field. Our first meeting was on a
cold, wet November day at Ouaisne
Marsh, an occasion we both reminisced
on during a recent telephone
conversation before Graham died. His
existing serious interest was in
butterflies and moths but this was later
eclipsed by molluscs.

Graham Long was born in 1937 and
was evacuated during the war to
Bradford in Yorkshire. It was here that
his interest in natural history was first
kindled by “two temporary curators in
1944/45 at the Cartright Museum in
Bradford who befriended me as an
evacuee, and took me behind the
scenes and opened my eyes to the
wealth and breadth of natural history”
(Long 2013 in Mollusc World 32, 6).
Back at home his postwar schooling in
Winchester was recalled as a non-event
and after school he worked for a land
management, surveyor and auctioneer
business in the New Forest but after a
few years he discovered his vocation
and trained for the ministry in the
Congregational Church. In 1962 his
first churches were at Ash and
Sandwich in Kent. In 1970 he was
moved to Jersey where he also looked
after the Congregational Church on
Guernsey and in 1983 back to the
mainland to the High Cross United
Reformed Church in Camberley, west
Surrey where he was involved in

rebuilding the church to share with the
Methodists (opened in 1990). High
Cross is the meeting place of the
Camberley Natural History Society. His
last posting was to the Hillmorton Road
church in Rugby in the Midlands from
where he retired in October 2002.
Always accommodated in the manse,
Graham and Sheila had to find their
own home and both elected to return to
their Hampshire roots and set up in
Fordingbridge on the edge of the New
Forest. Ministry work did not leave
much time for natural history.
 Retirement went well, time for
natural history, attending meetings of
the Conchological Society of Great
Britain and Ireland in London and he
was also accepted as a columnist for the
‘Country Diary’ in The Guardian.
Retirement had much to offer.

Then in May 2003 disaster struck
with a car accident in which Sheila was
killed and Graham badly injured. As a
result of X-rays investigating broken
bones cancer was discovered in a
kidney that had to be removed before
restorative surgery could begin. Then it
was back to Fordingbridge to put his
life together again which he did
remarkably well and natural history
interest and the ‘Country Diary’
column were an important part of the
recovery. Graham’s columns in The
Guardian are online and one of them
was included in an anthology of
‘Country Diary’ A Gleaming
Landscape (Wainwright, Ed. 2006). He
joined the New Forest Study group and
in 2011 became Editor of the
Newsletter of the New Forest
Association. He also re-married to
Beryl.

Graham joined the Conchological
Society in 1974 and the BNA in the
1990s, having seen a copy of Country-
Side on my coffee table in Alton. In
2007 he attended the launch of BNA’s
How to Begin the Study of Natural
History at Haslemere Museum to
include a mention in ‘Country Diary’
and in 2011 co-led the BNA Field

Week in the New Forest, giving a talk
on New Forest ponds that was
published in Country-Side, (Spring &
Summer 2012, p.27.)  When I was
tasked with setting up this meeting in
2011 it was Beryl Long who gave us
the introduction to Foxlease House (the
National Guide Society Centre) as a
residential base which she knew as a
member of the Trefoil Guild (former
Guides) that met there.

After ten happy and productive
years of retirement a routine check-up
at the hospital showed that the cancer
had returned and thence followed
several sessions of chemotherapy and
soon after Beryl was also diagnosed
with cancer, also receiving
chemotherapy. She died in 2019.

Graham Long was a wonderful
friend and enthusiastic fellow naturalist
with a great sense of humour and
purpose in life. He will be missed by
many circles of people including his
three children and grandchildren.
Natural history and his religious faith
were key in his recovery after the
accident. I remember at the time him
saying “there is a whole new life out
there”. He also wrote a booklet
Plunged into Bereavement (Long 2005,
United Reformed Church) to help
others in a similar situation.

The Reverend Graham Long
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Why should I say that this book, in my opinion, is the best atlas that I have read? The
answer comes partly in the fact that we are an archipelago of islands, so, there are only 58
terrestrial mammals and 30 cetaceans with full species accounts; after that there are six
cetaceans covered briefly from standings, fourteen established vagrant populations and
three feral colonies. This limited size allows each species two full pages each. The
information on each account is uniformly given as an identification photograph, distribu-
tion, ecology and identification on one page, and a full-page distribution map on the other.
The map sizes are the key to why this is such a good atlas as it shows 10 km resolution
grid squares plotted with three symbols – 1960-1992, 1960-1992 &2000-2016 and 2000-
2016. Because of the size of the map each plot is therefore clearly definable. The historical
records were nearly 300,000 but have increased to 1.3 million records for the current
period showing the growth interest in mammals both on land and sea and the ease of

recording. For those new to mammal data it is worth looking straight to the wild cat Felis silvestris to see how much they have
declined in the period between this and the last atlas, and then also looking at the data on the bats to see how, by the introduction
and use of bat detectors, our understanding of this group has increased in a breath-taking way. Not just a book of data, but a book
that all naturalists will enjoy.

Steven Rutherford

This is a large 360 page paperback tome again from the excellent wild guide series
covering Europe’s Dragonflies and damselflies published in association with the British
Dragonfly Society. Like most of the current wild guide series each species has a dedicated
double page spread with high resolution photographs covering all the key identification
features. The pictures of which there are more than 1,400 show male and female forms,
immatures, different colour forms and subspecies. There are additional notes on identifi-
cation habitat and breeding behaviour with distribution maps. The book covers all 140
European resident and vagrant species. At the end is a brief section on conservation and
legislation followed by a checklist of all European odonata based on the world odonata list
2020 with current red list category and population trends. Unlike most of the current wild
guides there are no introductory chapters on basic biology eg development, lifestyles,
habitats etc which I personally miss and often find very useful and would have made the
book more complete but there is a brief description of dragonfly and damselfly anatomy

with guides for further reading at the back. As an identification guide it’s simply brilliant but to get the most out of the book you
would need to be a real enthusiast and visit most of the European destinations listed but with current climate change and
migration of species northwards then it could prove very useful in the future.  However I can still highly recommend this book
and it will be a worthy adjunct to existing guides.

Roy Stewart

Europe's Dragonflies: A Field Guide to the Damselflies and Dragonflies:
(WILDGuides). 2020. By  Dave Smallshire and Andy Swash. Princeton
University Press.  ISBN: 9780691168951 Paperback : 360 pages. £25

Atlas of the Mammals of Great Britain and Northern Ireland. 2020.
Edited by Crawley et al. Pelagic Publishing. ISBN: 9781784272043
Hardcover : 204 pages. £35

Purchase discounts for BNA members :

30% on all Pelagic Publishing titles. To order visit  https://pelagicpublishing.com & use code BNA30

25% discount from Princeton University Press (P&P costs added at point of purchase). To order visit
https://press.princeton.edu/subjects/nature or https://press.princeton.edu/series/wildguides and use code *BNA20*
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